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Abbreviated abstract: A common problem in the analysis of data from multi-environment trials is
imbalance caused by missing observations. To get around this problem, Yan proposed a method for
imputing the missing values based on the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix. However, this
SVD can be affected by outliers and produce low quality imputations. We propose four robust SVD
extensions of the Yan method that are resistant to outliers. We evaluate these methods, using exclusively
numerical criteria in a cross-validation study based on real data. We conclude that in the presence of
outliers, the best alternatives are the robust SVD methods based on sub-sampling when the percentage of
contamination is less than 2% following a completely random missing data mechanism.
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Problem, Data, Previous Works
Core Ideas
•

SVD13 (SVD published in 2013 by
Yan).

•

New robust imputation methods → two-way data matrices.

•

Consider a matrix Y(nxp) with some
elements missing.

•

Robust SVD → imputations.

•

•

Missing observations are initially
filled with an estimation.

•

An iterative SVD is calculated, and
the imputations are updated until
achieve a convergence criterion.

•

The effect of outliers on the
quality of the imputations of the
method proposed by Yan (2013)
has not been considered in the
literature.

Methods without structural assumptions, also applied in multienvironment trials.
Complete datasets
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Methods

• Go back to step b. with b1 and a1 updated → new
update according step c. until reach some
specified convergence criterion.

rSVD84 Method

• rSVD – robust SVD, Gabriel and Odoroff.
• Trimmed means or methods for detecting
univariate outliers.
Consider a matrix Y(nxp) with possible missing entries.
a.

Using observed information, calculate the
vectors of trimmed means (at 10% or 20%) by
columns and by rows, b1(1xp) and a1(nx1).

b.

Determine presence of outliers in a1 and replace
it with a trimmed mean of the elements of a1 .

c.

Update b1 and a1:𝑏𝑐 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑
and 𝑎𝑟 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑

𝑦𝑟,𝑐
𝑏𝑐

𝑦𝑟,𝑐
𝑎𝑟

; 𝑐 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑝

; 𝑟 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑛

• Then a robust lower rank approximation of Y is
obtained by a1 b1T.
• First singular value and first right and left singular
vector of robust SVD → standard SVD to a1 b1T.
• Second singular value and second right and left
singular vector → same procedure above but
instead of Y as initial matrix, use the deflated Y a1 b1 T .

• Iterative strategy, deflated the matrix, continues
step by step until the desired number of
components has been reached.
* SVD13 method

* rSVD01 method

* rSVD13 method * rSVD17 method
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Results and Conclusions
•

No outliers → Yan’s (2013) SVD13 should be
used and very good imputation quality will be
obtained.

•

Outliers → SVD13 → low quality imputations. Is
recommended to use robust singular-value
decompositions.

•

If an MCAR missing data mechanism with
contamination below 2% can be assumed →
rSVD with subsampling method.

•

In any other case, procedures that minimize the
L2 (rSVD84) norm or fit L1 (rSVD01) regressions
should be used.
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